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Cleaning Instructions & Caution
By using the proper cleaning methods and cleaning materials, you can prolong the useful life of your plastic windshield 
signifi cantly. Adversely, using the incorrect techniques or cleaning materials and you could ruin your windshield in a 
single cleaning.  Please read these instructions completely to prevent possible damage to your new Windshield.

Cleaning
1.   GENTLY rinse your windshield completely with ample amounts or water, to remove any debris collected on it, then 
      use a soft cloth or sponge and a mild detergent or soap to wash away any remaining fi lm or dirt. Luke warm water 
      tends to offer the best results. It is best to always wipe from top to bottom you clean. Never use a circular pattern or 
      change directions each time as this will cause a fog like result over time. Always wipe in one direction to dislodge and 
      remove any dirt from your windshield. 

2.   Next, use an ample amount of water to rinse the windshield, removing any remaining soap or detergent.

Note: Never “scrub” vigorously or with heavy pressure against the windshield. This will severely scratch the 
windshield reducing visibility

3.   Finally, GENTLY dry the windshield using a separate clean soft cloth, also wiping in the same top to bottom direction 
      or use a gentle patting motion to help absorb remaining spots of water droplets.

Below are several examples of soaps or detergents which can be used, and their chemical content information for 
reference to other non-listed products. 

      

Soaps & Detergents Organic Solvents Alcohols
Windex Aliphatic Hydrocarbons Methanol

Mr. Clean Naphtha (VM&P Grade) lsopropyl
recalP-oceleNboJ poT
455 .O.F ,lecxeHkitsatnaF

enesoreKyoJ
2405 ocruT904 alumroF

NOTE: Never use paper towels as they can be VERY abrasive.
  Never use abrasives or highly alkaline cleaners
  Never scrape with razor blades or sharp objects
  Never use products which have benzene leaded gasoline, acetone or carbon tetrachloride chemicals 
              included in them.
  Never clean in the hot sun or at elevated temperatures.

Inasmuch as Buggies Unlimited has no control over the use to which others may use the product, it does not guarantee that the same results as those 
described herein will be obtained.


